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MAIN CAST 

Jens Louis Valeur-Jaques,  Eva Moari, Rezeta Veliu, 


 Felix Römer, David Olbrich, Hanna Konarowska 

CINEMATOGRAPHER 

Daniel Takács 

EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS 
Andrew D. Corkin  + Sol Bondy


A Film by Margarita Jimeno


Hoptza Films US   co-production   Orka Film PL


92 min. 2019. Color  DCP  24FPS  5.1  Scope 2.39:1


English and Polish with English Subtitles


Synopsis

Unsatisfied with his place in New York’s art 
scene, Artist Peter Bjorn relocates to Berlin in 
search of change. Meanwhile in a remote 
Polish village, Alicia prepares to become a nun 
but, feeling home in nature, her reveries 
continually distract her from her religious path. 
When Peter’s much anticipated Berlin debut is 
panned by critics, he flees to the Polish 
countryside where he overhears Alicia's sweet 
voice in the woods. Both lost in their own 
ways, their friendship leads them to yet 
another new beginning.

IMDB LINK 

INSTAGRAM 

INSTAGRAM @ GRINDRESETSHINE_MOVIE


AWARDS  
The Champs Elyseés Film festival   
  
U.S In Progress Grand Jury Prize, Paris 


TRAILER 
https://vimeo.com/216443638/6c681e91de  

PRESS

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt4677404/combined
https://www.instagram.com/grindresetshine_movie/
http://variety.com/2016/film/global/margarita-jimenos-soundtrack-u-s-in-progress-jury-prize-1201794369/
https://vimeo.com/216443638/6c681e91de
https://tinyurl.com/y8qepu5n
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt4677404/combined
https://www.instagram.com/grindresetshine_movie/
http://variety.com/2016/film/global/margarita-jimenos-soundtrack-u-s-in-progress-jury-prize-1201794369/
https://vimeo.com/216443638/6c681e91de
https://tinyurl.com/y8qepu5n
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For further information, screenings details and interview 
requests please contact: aloha@majimafia.com


Notes and Music: 
Shot primarily in Berlin and the Polish Carpathian 
Mountains, with short stops in New York and Paris, Grind 
Reset Shine is a hybrid fiction feature with a cast of both 
professional and first-time actors.  

It features soundtrack music by Moon Duo, Marching band, 
and Colin Estetson and Sarah Neufeld (Arcade Fire), amongst 
others. All the classical music was recorded on location at the 
church with a Polish choir (who also play the nuns) and with 
celebrated English pipe organist James Mcvinnie.  
 
Featuring art  performances by Simone Forti, Charlemagne 
Palestine, and Lilibeth Cuenca.
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I am fascinated by the concept of identity and have continually 
tried to explore a sense of belonging in my work. I’ve always 
been in culture flux, navigating all sorts of borders. I was born 
in Colombia, moved to Florida when I was 12, on my own, for 
a couple of school years, moved back to Bogotá for a couple 
of years, when I was forced to quit art school I applied to only 
one film school in New York, luckily got accepted and have 
lived here since. But even before my immigration, I struggled 
to fit in - a perpetual outcast unable to subscribe to one 
group. Entering art school, I was drawn to a world of creativity 
and creation that welcomed characters like myself. My focus 
was photography and video art, and I excelled at it. The 
program was new in a very prestigious university and it was 
very strict, but I never imagined failing drawing class would 
have such a big consequence. I was forced to take a 
semester off, and take additional drawing classes to improve, 
when I argued that neither drawing nor painting were my main 
interest the dean said ”these are the rules, come back next 
semester and show me your drawing progress”. I was, yet 
again, challenged with figuring out how to fit in. I have been 
told I am not Latin enough (because I don’t dance latin music), 
not American enough (because I have an accent), not 
feminine enough (because I don’t dress and act a certain 
way), and not artistic enough (because my drawing didn’t 
meet someone’s criteria). This idea/challenge of identifying 
and classifying oneself is what inspired me to create this film. 
Like my own struggle to find contentment with being myself 
without seeking the validity of others, I wanted to display this 

conflict through the character of Peter Bjorn and Alicia who 
simply wish to fit in.  

This film is an exploration of our contemporary dualities 
between living in a globalized “village” with its endless 
consumerism or living in nature with only the bare necessities. 
In the film, Peter Bjorn has to deal with his unsuccessful 
career path, and finds a sense of himself he didn’t know 
existed when he stumbles upon the hypnotizing hum of a pipe 
organ and this helps lead to his transformation. I have always 
had a passionate relationship with music, and credit it with 
saving me many times.  

Sometimes getting lost is part of life. I quickly learned that my 
own quest of identity and questioning oneself encompassed 
those around me too. An artist friend of mine had a terrible 
downfall, the artist crisis many fear would be their end, a 
strong self doubt, which in his case, put his art career on 
pause and ended working at H & M, not being able to make 
any creative work for a long time. When he came out of that I 
asked him to be part of the film but he refused because he 
didn’t want to re live those feelings again. I found my self 
wanting to really explore the feelings of wanting to belong to a 
society, and what route you can take when you can’t get what 
you want but you always get what you need (this Rolling 
Stones song is very wise it turns out).

Director’s note
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Margarita Jimeno  is an Emmy-nominated filmmaker and visual 
artist based in New York. Her films have played widely in festivals 
and have been distributed internationally in theaters and on 
television. Margarita’s first narrative feature film, GRIND RESET 
SHINE,  will premiere in 2019, the film won the US Work in 
Progress Grand Jury Award at the Champs-Élysées Film Festival 
in Paris 2016. Jimeno made her directorial debut with the feature 
music documentary, GOGOL BORDELLO NON-STOP, which 
won several awards during its festival run, including Special 
Mention for the Sound and Vision Award at CPH:DOX. The film 
went on to be picked up by Kino-Lorber for North American 
distribution. Margarita is an alumna of the Berlinale Talent 
Campus.  

In addition, she produces and directs the documentary series 
WORKING IN THE THEATRE. Under her helm the series has 
been nominated for three Daytime Emmy awards, Including Best 
directing in 2019, and Webby Awards. The series has won silver 
and bronze Telly Awards in the documentary category. 
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